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Welcome to the mid-year edition of RAGA NEWS

2021 ended on a high note with the annual RAGA Awards ceremony. We welcomed parents, 
special guests and a large number of alumni as we celebrated the achievements of the RAGA 
students and the graduation of two alumni: Aidan Valayadum and Caitlin Abrahams.



HIGHL IGHTS 

Academic of the Year Student of the Year

The completion of the Toastmaster’s Youth Leadership programme was celebrated at a final 
gathering where the winner of the individual speeches was Wiedaah Southgate.



ACADEMIC  MATTERS

We were proud of the 2021 matrics: despite the serious challenges they faced, Naeelah 
Slarmie achieved a Bachelor Pass, Zheograthia Sauls a Diploma Pass and Gabeebah Solomons is 
registered to rewrite 2 subjects.

With the relaxation of the Covid restrictions, schools are once again fully operational and are 
attempting to repair the damage done to education by the numerous closures and limited 
teaching. RAGA continues to play a vital role in this respect. This term 8 of our regular tutors are 
giving extra tuition in 15 subjects. 

2022 Matrics

Computer Application Technology practical lesson

Grade 10 Maths

2022 has been greeted with renewed optimism, enthusiasm and high expectations by 22 RAGA 
students in Grades 10, 11 and 12, our many RAGA alumni and the RAGA staff.



L IFE  SK ILLS :  THE  RAGA AWARDS

The RAGA Awards programme 
has gained momentum since its 
introduction a year ago. A wide range 
of skills, academic achievement, 
community service, sporting 
achievements, recycling and other 
activities earn points towards Bronze, 
Silver and Gold badges.

After the COVID restrictions, the CAMP at Wortelgat was eagerly anticipated and greatly enjoyed by
the Grade 10s and 11s. Each day was filled with exciting and varied activities including kayaking on 
the river, a night walk under the stars and challenging indoor and outdoor games requiring teamwork 
and ingenuity.  

LEFT: The first students to be 
awarded their Bronze badges



L IFE  SK ILLS :  THE  RAGA AWARDS

Community Service takes many forms and is an important and popular component of the RAGA 
Awards programme. 

ABOVE: Assisting at the ECD Forum Sports Day in Ocean View

ABOVE: Harvesting vegetables at the Neighbourhood Farm



GIVE  BACK TO THE COMMUNITY

BELOW: Turning 50 loaves of bread into sandwiches for the children of Beacon Valley and Tafelsig, 
Mitchell’s Plain

BELOW: Harvesting vegetables at the Neighbourhood Farm and from our vegetable boxes at Raga



RAYMOND ACKERMAN INV ITAT IONAL

The Raymond Ackerman Invitational is always the highlight of the golfing calendar and the
major fundraiser for RAGA. It was therefore sorely missed in 2021 and was a particularly special and
celebratory occasion this year, giving the students and a large group of alumni the opportunity not 
only to assist throughout the day but to interact with the golfers on and off the course.

RAGA students benefit from professional golf coaching during the week and they particularly 
enjoy practising on the beautiful Clovelly Golf Club course. Opportunities to play with staff members 
and alumni are especially appreciated and a great learning experience.



ALUMNI  NEWS

The RAGA alumni are spread far and wide in universities and colleges or working full time or as 
interns. Meeting up again at RAGA for the RAI and Awards celebrations were happy occasions, filled 
with memories and laughter.



HAPPY  DAYS

At RAGA

At Glencairn Tidal Pool: Preparing for safe kayaking at Camp

At the World of Birds Wildlife Sanctuary and Monkey Park



CELEBRAT IONS

BELOW: On the ice at Grand West

THANK YOU TO ALL  OUR SUPPORTERS & 
LOOK OUT  FOR OUR NEXT  EDIT ION

ABOVE: Celebrating Jonathan’s birthday


